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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

[Docket No. 000803225–0225–01; I.D.
062900B]

RIN 0648–AO34

Shad and River Herring; Interstate
Fishery Management Plans

AGENCY: National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
Commerce.
ACTION: Notice of determination of
noncompliance; notice of declaration of
a moratorium.

SUMMARY: In accordance with the
Atlantic Coastal Fisheries Cooperative
Management Act of 1993 (Act), NMFS,
upon a delegation of authority from the
Secretary of Commerce (Secretary) has
determined that the State of South
Carolina is not in compliance with the
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries
Commission’s (Commission) Interstate
Fishery Management Plan (ISFMP) for
Shad and River Herring and that the
measures in the ISFMP that the state has
failed to implement are necessary for
the conservation of American shad.
Pursuant to the Act, a Federal
moratorium on fishing for American
shad within South Carolina state waters
is hereby declared, and will be effective
on January 5, 2001, if by December 15,
2000, South Carolina is not found to be
in compliance with the ISFMP for Shad
and River Herring. The purpose of this
action is to support and encourage the
development, implementation, and
enforcement of the Commission’s
ISFMPs to conserve and manage
Atlantic coastal fishery resources.
DATES: The moratorium and any
necessary regulations will become
effective on January 5, 2001, through a
separate notification and rule unless, by
December 15, 2000, the State of South
Carolina is found to have adopted and
implemented measures to return to
compliance with the Commission’s
ISFMP for Shad and River Herring.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Richard H. Schaefer, Chief, Staff Office
for Intergovernmental and Recreational
Fisheries, NMFS, 301–427–2014.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

The Act was enacted to support and
encourage the development,
implementation, and enforcement of the
Commission’s ISFMPs to conserve and
manage Atlantic coastal fishery
resources. Section 806 of the Act

specifies that, after notification by the
Commission that an Atlantic coastal
state is not in compliance with an
ISFMP of the Commission, the Secretary
must make a finding, no later than 30
days after receipt of the Commission’s
notification, on: (1) whether the state
has failed to carry out its
responsibilities to implement and
enforce the Commission’s ISFMP; and
(2) whether the measures that the state
has failed to implement and enforce are
necessary for the conservation of the
fishery in question. In making such a
finding, the Act requires the Secretary to
give careful consideration to the
comments of the Commission, the
Atlantic coastal state found out of
compliance by the Commission, and the
appropriate Regional Fishery
Management Councils. If the Secretary
finds that the state is not in compliance
with the Commission’s ISFMP and that
the measures the state has failed to
implement are necessary for the
conservation of the fishery, the
Secretary must declare a moratorium on
fishing in that fishery within the waters
of the noncomplying state. The
Secretary must specify the moratorium’s
effective date, which may be any date
within 6 months after the declaration of
the moratorium.

Commission Findings of Non-
Compliance

The Commission adopted
Amendment 1 to the ISFMP for Shad
and River Herring in October 1998.
Under Amendment 1, states are required
to implement and enforce an aggregate
10–fish daily creel limit in recreational
fisheries for American shad or hickory
shad. As of July 1, 2000, South Carolina
has a 20–fish American shad creel limit
for the Santee River and a reduction in
the number of days that the fishery can
operate in the lower part of the river.
South Carolina does not have an
American shad creel limit for any other
waters. Therefore, the Commission
found that the State of South Carolina
is not in compliance with the ISFMP for
Shad and River Herring.

The Commission notified the
Secretary of its finding on June 9, 2000,
and suggested that the Secretary use his
discretionary authority under the Act to
delay the date of the moratorium, if
declared, for up to 6 months, because
the State of South Carolina is making an
effort to come into compliance.

NMFS Determination Regarding
Compliance by the State of South
Carolina

Based on a careful analysis of all
relevant information, and taking into
account comments presented by the

State of South Carolina and the New
England Fishery Management Council,
NMFS has determined that the State of
South Carolina is not in compliance
with the Commission’s ISFMP for Shad
and River Herring. This determination is
based on South Carolina’s failure to
implement and enforce the creel limits
of the Commission’s ISFMP for Shad
and River Herring as specified in
Amendment 1. Therefore, South
Carolina must implement and enforce
the American shad creel limit of 10 fish
consistent with Amendment 1 to the
ISFMP for Shad and River Herring in
order to come back into compliance.
Further, the NMFS has determined that
implementation and enforcement of the
creel limit by South Carolina is
necessary for the conservation of the
resource. The American shad resource is
comprised of a number of related
populations that are in varying
conditions, ranging from healthy to
severely overfished. Each major river
along the Atlantic coast appears to have
a discrete spawning stock of American
shad, yet the actual status of only seven
of those several dozen stocks is
currently known. As the stocks move
from their natal rivers they are taken in
mixed-stock ocean-intercept fisheries.
The contribution that each stock makes
to these intercept fisheries is not
currently known. The coast-wide creel
limit is designed to use the
precautionary approach to limit fishing
mortality on each stock in their native
waters and addresses the uncertainty of
the status of most American shad stocks.
The failure of any state to implement
and enforce the requirements of
Amendment 1 to the ISFMP for Shad
and River Herring increases the
likelihood that additional stocks will
become overfished.

Although the State of South Carolina
is not in compliance with the
Commission’s ISFMP for Shad and
River Herring, because the state is
making expeditious efforts to
promulgate regulations that would bring
the state into compliance, NMFS is
delaying implementation of the
moratorium until January 5, 2001. If
NMFS determines that the State of
South Carolina has complied with
Amendment 1 to the ISFMP, NMFS will
publish an appropriate announcement
in the Federal Register rescinding the
moratorium with respect to the State of
South Carolina. If by December 15,
2000, the State of South Carolina has
not been found to have complied with
Amendment 1 to the ISFMP, NMFS will
issue an interim final rule implementing
the moratorium effective January 5,
2001. The interim rule may include
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measures necessary to implement the
moratorium, such as prohibition on
possession of American shad in South
Carolina waters and a prohibition on
landing American shad in South
Carolina. Delaying the effective date of
the moratorium until January 5, 2001,
will allow South Carolina time to
complete its legislative process, and
have the Commission review the new
regulations for compliance. This delay
will not significantly diminish
American shad conservation efforts
because the fishery will not begin again
until January 2001.

If the moratorium goes into effect,
NMFS will terminate it as soon as
possible upon determination that the
State has taken appropriate remedial
actions to bring it into compliance with
the ISFMP.

Dated: August 10, 2000.
Penelope D. Dalton,
Assistant Administrator for Fisheries,
National Marine Fisheries Services.
[FR Doc. 00–20845 Filed 8–15–00; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3510–22–F

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

[I.D. 080800B]

ICCAT Advisory Committee; Summer
Workshop

AGENCY: National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
Commerce.
ACTION: Notice of meeting.

SUMMARY: The Advisory Committee to
the U.S. Section to the International
Commission for the Conservation of
Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) announces a
September 2000 workshop on
compliance and rebuilding issues. More
information on the workshop can be
found in the DATES and SUPPLEMENTARY
INFORMATION sections of this notice.
DATES: The Advisory Committee
Workshop on Compliance and
Rebuilding will be held from 11:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. on September 12, 2000, and
from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. on
September 13, 2000.
ADDRESSES: The workshop will be held
at the Holiday Inn Silver Spring, located
at 8777 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring,
Maryland 20910.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Patrick E. Moran or Kimberly
Blankenbeker at 301–713–2276.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: At its
September workshop, the Advisory

Committee will consider compliance
and stock rebuilding issues in
preparation for the upcoming ICCAT
annual meeting, to be held on November
13–20, 2000, in Marrakech, Morocco.
Given the sensitive nature of the issues
to be discussed, the Advisory
Committee will be in executive session
for the duration of the workshop. No
sessions of the workshop, therefore, will
be open to the public.

Special Accommodations

The meeting locations are physically
accessible to people with disabilities.
Requests for sign language
interpretation or other auxiliary aids
should be directed to Patrick E. Moran
at (301) 713–2276 at least 5 days prior
to the meeting date.

Dated: August 10, 2000.
Bruce C. Morehead,
Acting Director, Office of Sustainable
Fisheries, National Marine Fisheries Service.
[FR Doc. 00–20706 Filed 8–15–00; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3510–22–F

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

[I.D. 081000B]

New England Fishery Management
Council; Public Meetings

AGENCY: National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
Commerce.
ACTION: Notice of public meetings.

SUMMARY: The New England Fishery
Management Council (Council) is
scheduling a number of public meetings
of its oversight committees and advisory
panels in September, 2000 to consider
actions affecting New England fisheries
in the exclusive economic zone (EEZ).
Recommendations from these groups
will be brought to the full Council for
formal consideration and action, if
appropriate.

DATES: The meetings will be held
between September 6 and September 20,
2000. See SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
for specific dates and times.
ADDRESSES: Meetings will be held in
Danvers, Mansfield and Wakefield, MA
and Warwick, RI. See SUPPLEMENTARY
INFORMATION for specific locations.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Paul
J. Howard, Executive Director, New
England Fishery Management Council
(978) 465–0492.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Meeting Dates and Agendas

Wednesday, September 6, 2000, 9:30
a.m.—Capacity Committee Meeting.

Location: Holiday Inn, Mansfield, 31
Hampshire Street, Mansfield, MA
02048; telephone: (508) 339–2200; fax:
(508) 339–1040.

The Capacity Committee will review
analyses of proposals to allow the more
flexible transfer of fishing permits
among fisheries and effort allocations in
the multispecies. One proposal would
allow multispecies permit holders to
acquire additional days-at-sea (DAS)
from other permit holders with different
rates of reduction of DAS on transfer for
active and inactive DAS. Two other
proposals would allow the transfer of
fishing permits among different fisheries
but not allow vessels in the monkfish,
scallop and multispecies to acquire
additional DAS. A fourth proposal
would reduce unused DAS by a small
percentage each year unless the DAS
were put under a freeze until groundfish
stocks were rebuilt.

Monday, September 11, 2000 at 9:30
a.m. and Tuesday, September 12, 2000
at 9:00 a.m.—Joint Meeting of the
Groundfish Committee and Advisors.

Location: King’s Grant Inn, Route 128
at Trask Lane, Danvers, MA 01923;
telephone: (978) 774–6800; fax: (978)
774–6502.

The Committee and Advisors will
conduct a joint meeting to continue
development of management options for
Amendment 13 to the Northeast
Multispecies Fishery Management Plan.
Since April, the Committee has been
identifying a wide range of possible
management measures for this
Amendment. The Committee and
Advisors will now refine those
measures into coherent management
programs that will be developed into a
draft supplemental environmental
impact statement and public hearing
document. The Committee and Advisors
are focusing on three broad approaches
to groundfish management: revisions to
the measures currently in place, an area-
based management system, and a sector
allocation system. All three approaches
will be discussed at this meeting and
choices will be made on the specifics of
each proposal that will be
recommended to the Council later this
year. In addition, the Committee and
Advisors will review updated
assessment information on groundfish
stocks, if available, and may develop
preliminary recommendations on the
rebuilding schedules that will be used
in this Amendment. The Committee and
Advisors will also consider information
from the Council’s Groundfish
Overfishing Definitions Review Panel
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